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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee: 

We are pleased to appear today to discuss preliminary 

observations from ongoing work assessing characteristics and 

management practices of financial institutions which have failed in 

recent years. We will also discuss preliminary issues related to 

the Bank Board's recent resolution actions and will offer thoughts 

on (1) the kinds of actions the Congress should consider in its 

efforts to resolve the financial problems of the thrift industry 

and its insurer, the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation 

(FSLIC), and (2) actions needed to prevent this situation from 

recurring. 

FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS 
FAILING AT RECORD RATES 

We are currently faced with a crisis of major proportions. 

Not since the early 1930s have financial institutions failed in 

such unprecedented numbers. In 1987, 203 commercial banks were 

closed or assisted at an estimated $3 billion net cost to the 

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC). In 1988, the number 

of banks closed or assisted rose to 221. As a result, FDIC expects 

to incur a loss of $3 billion to $4 billion to its deposit 

insurance fund. However, with this loss, the fund will have a 

balance of about $14 billion to $15 billion, and FDIC expects that 

balance to increase slightly or remain stable this year. 



identified troubled institutions were acted upon today, cost 

estimates by GAO and others knowledgeable in the industry which 

range from $75 billion to $100 billion are reasonable. 

During 1988, FSLIC acted on 222 problem institutions (FSLIC 

acted on 3 thrifts twice during the year) at a reported cost of 

over $37 billion on a net present value basis. However, at the end 

of 1988, about 350 insolvent S&Ls were still operating. We believe 

that it will cost FSLIC roughly $40 billion to resolve the 

problems of those remaining institutions. Therefore, based on 

FSLIC's $27 billion estimate of resources available to pay for 

insurance losses during the 11-year period 1988 through 1998, FSLIC 

will need an additional $50 billion to pay for insurance losses. 

As large as that number is, there are three reasons it 

understates the total resources FSLIC will need. First, FSLIC has 

incurred substantial liabilities in the form of notes and various 

types of guarantees which will require payments in the future. 

Based on information FSLIC provided, as of December 31, 1988, the 

cash basis cost of its actions on S&Ls in the Southwest Plan will 

be over $44 billion, which is almost $20 billion more than FSLIC's 

estimated present value cost of $25 billion. (See attachment I.) 

This difference represents additional cash outlays that must be 

financed. It does not include additional outlays for the 135 

institutions FSLIC acted on as of December 31, 1988, which were not 
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$10 billion to pay interest on additional borrowing. 

It should be noted that the data and estimates are just that, 

estimates. Our estimates and those of knowledgeable other parties 

have risen over the last 2 years and are still subject to 

considerable uncertainty. 

FSLIC'S RECENT ACTIONS 

The current reported costs of FSLIC's resolution actions 

doubled those estimated in conjunction with its 1987 financia 

statements. During 1988, FSLIC acted on 222 problem institut 

at an estimated present value cost exceeding $37 billion. In 

projections estimated it would cost 

have 
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contrast, FSLIC's earlier 

about $15 billion to reso 

attachment III.) 

only 

lve the prob 1 ems of these S&Ls. (See 

Not only are FSLIC's costs running more than double what it 

estimated, but we are also concerned that its costs related to 

mergers and acquisitions may be more than if the institutions had 

been liquidated. For the most part, the merger and acquisition 

transactions into which FSLIC entered in 1988 provide tax breaks to 

acquirers in the form of nontaxable FSLIC assistance and the 

ability to use expected future losses to reduce their future 

federal income tax payments. To the federal government, a dollar 

of lost revenue is the same as an additional dollar in outlays. 
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provide payment for capital losses and guarantee an 

attractive income yield on held assets, regardless of their 

value. We question whether this coverage creates the right 

incentives for the institutions to expend resources to 

improve the assets' quality or to maximize recoveries upon 

liquidation of the assets. To the extent it does not, 

FSLIC's ultimate costs are increased. 

-- Types of acquirers. We believe one of the factors which 

contributed to the thrift industry's current predicament 

was the entry of speculators, developers, and other parties 

with interests other than operating a conservative, 

traditional savings and loan association. In our view, 

such operators considered their thrifts a source of funds, 

rather than a charter to lend to others. To the extent the 

Bank Board and FSLIC are attracting these same types of 

investors, they could be setting the stage for future 

problems. 

-- Special forbearance. The Bank Board's press releases 

announcing some of the recent transactions mention the 

granting of unspecified forbearances. Thus far, we have 

not obtained documentation detailing specifics of such 

forbearances, but are greatly concerned in this regard. 

First, the obvious question-- if the transaction is 

purported to be a resolution, why is forbearance, which is 
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REVIEWS OF FAILED THRIFTS AND BANKS 

To assist the Congress in its efforts to resolve this crisis, 

we have undertaken a number of assignments evaluating various 

aspects of the financial institutions industry and its insurance 

and regulatory functions. In developing a solution to the current 

thrift crisis and in determining how to prevent it from recurring, 

we believe it is instructive to look at the attributes of failed 

versus healthy thrifts. Therefore, today, I will discuss two of 

our reviews which focused on determining how so many thrifts and, 

to a lesser extent, banks got into this difficulty in the first 

place. During our reviews, we analyzed examination reports and 

other related supervisory documentation for failed thrifts and 

banks to determine whether such institutions are characterized by 

conditions or operating practices that distinguish them from 

healthy institutions. In addition, we interviewed numerous 

regulatory and industry officials, attorneys, and others 

knowledgeable about the thrifts and banks. We also examined the 

role which insider abuse and fraud as well as environmental 

factors, primarily economic conditions, played in these failures. 

Characterizations of the institutions' conditions and operating 

practices we discuss were recorded by examiners and regulators in 

documents we reviewed. 

Our draft report on bank failures is currently with the bank 

regulators for comment, and our draft report on thrift failures 
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could have on the government's efforts to seek recoveries in civil 

suits or to prosecute alleged criminal acts. 

INTERNAL CONTROL WEAKNESSES PERVASIVE AT 
FAILED THRIFTS AND BANKS 

Some within the financial institutions industry have 

expressed the view that the unprecedented problems and resultant 

failures are largely due to economic downturns in certain regions. 

However, both of our reviews lead to a different conclusion. Well- 

managed institutions with strong internal controls appeared able 

to remain viable despite downturns in local economies. 

Conversely, existing problems at poorly run institutions were 

exacerbated by adverse economic conditions, often leading to 

failure. 

Federal regulators have often cited management-related 

problems as the leading cause of thrift and bank failures. For 

virtually all the institutions included in our reviews, regulatory 

documents identified serious internal control weaknesses which 

jeopardized the safety and soundness of the institutions' 

operations. The objectives of internal controls are to 

(1) safeguard assets, (2) ensure accuracy and reliability of data 

and compliance with policies, applicable laws, and regulations, and 

(3) promote management efficiency. Therefore, failure by 

management to establish and maintain adequate internal controls is 
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Virtually every one of the thrifts was operating in an unsafe and 

unsound manner and was exposed to risks far beyond what was 

prudent. Under the Bank Board's definitions, fraud or insider 

abuse existed at each and every one of the failed thrifts: 

allegations of criminal m isconduct (those to which GAO had access) 

involved 19 of the 26. In contrast, the healthy thrifts we 

reviewed generally compiled with laws and regulations and operated 

in a safe and sound manner. Further, the boards of directors of 

many of the failed thrifts submitted to the will of a dominant 

individual, and in doing so, abdicated their fiduciary duty. 

"Changes in federal and state laws, and downturns in some 

sectors of the economy were beyond management's control--they 

affected all thrifts. The weak condition of the failed thrifts, 

created by their illegal and/or unsafe practices coupled with high 

risk investments, was exacerbated by poor economic conditions. On 

the other hand, many thrifts which operated prudently survived the 

same adverse economic conditions. 

"Despite the fact that examination reports revealed critical 

problems at the failed thrifts, federal regulators did not always 

obtain agreements for corrective action, or they obtained them 

only months or years after problems first appeared. The failed 

thrifts were not responsive to the concerns of regulators and 

often violated written agreements or enforcement actions. In 
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in our reviews. For our purposes, a dominant figure is defined as 

a high-level individual who exerts a strong personal influence on 

all aspects of an institution's operations. While the presence of 

a dominant figure may not always have a negative effect on an 

institution, it can, and often does, result in a lack of separation 

of duties or accountability for actions, circumvention of policies 

or internal controls (if they exist), or other unsafe and unsound 

practices to the detriment of the institution's operations. This 

situation is exacerbated when inadequate supervision by the board 

of directors is also present. 

For example, the dominant individual may, and often did, 

initiate a large number of poor-quality loans (which may 

ultimately result in losses) before the board is aware of risks 

assumed, may commit the institution to unsound courses of action, 

or may undertake abusive practices. In these circumstances, the 

board of directors does not question or control such an 

individual's decisions, nor does it hold the individual accountable 

for actions having a negative effect on the institution. 

A dominant individual at one thrift, who was chairman of the 

board of directors, made an offer to acquire a company before 

obtaining approval of the board. The acquisition was subsequently 

approved by the board during a telephone conference call in which 

the chairman portrayed the company as a good investment. Pros and 

cons of the acquisition were not discussed: the board effectively 
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Some thrifts maintained staff to solicit deposits 

from professional fund managers. Such operations were 

"money desks," and the deposits, "hot money." One thr 

nationwide 

called 

ift even so Id 

jumbo certificates in European markets. Another failed thrift took 

in almost $170 million of brokered deposits in a 6-month period--an 

average of almost $1 million per day! At 17 of the 26 failed 

thrifts, liabilities more than doubled in at least 1 year prior to 

their failure. At one thrift, liabilities grew from $265 million 

to over $1.7 billion in 1 year, an increase of 575 percent. 

Because they are volatile, these sources of funding are 

generally more expensive for an institution to obtain and retain, 

resulting in lower net interest margins on investments and loans 

made with them. According to regulators, lower net interest 

margins encourage management to seek higher-yielding, less secure 

loans and investments to maintain earnings, thus exposing the 

institution to even greater risk. 

Underwriting and Loan Administration 

Regulators cited weaknesses related to poor loan 

documentation or inadequate credit analysis at 92 percent of the 

failed thrifts and 41 percent of the failed banks. Loan 

documentation, consisting of complete and accurate data for making 

credit decisions, is an important aspect of granting credit and 
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previously approved by the thrift's directors, as required. Bank 

Board officials stated, and examination reports confirmed, that 

appraisals often reflected only the “best case” scenario for the 

property or project--sometimes, unfavorable information would be 

overlooked or high occupancy rates at top dollar would be used. 

To illustrate, when one thrift made a loan of over $54 million 

to a borrower who bought an office complex, it relied on a 

borrower-ordered appraisal. Examiners found that the appraisal did 

not accurately assess the property's value because, among other 

reasons, it did not consider that 

-- more than half of the rentable space in the complex was 

already obligated by leases and options to lease at rates 

50 percent below current market prices and 

-- occupancy levels were low in nearby comparable properties 

as a result of newly built office buildings. 

Noncompliance with loan terms 

Loan terms which the thrifts themselves set were violated at 

half of the 26 failed thrifts. For example, in December 1982, a 

thrift's loan committee approved a $5 million loan for a borrower 

to acquire and develop a ski resort. The approval also required 

that (1) the borrower personally guarantee to repay the loan, 
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financial institutions. The Federal Home Loan Bank Board itself 

cites insider abuse and fraud as the "most pernicious" of all 

factors leading to the insolvency of thrift institutions. As 

defined by the Bank Board, insider abuse and fraud were identified 

at each and every one of the 26 failed thrifts in our review. 

Insider abuse and fraud were less prevalent at the failed banks, 

but insider abuse was present in 64 percent of the 184 failures, 

and fraud, in 38 percent. However, bank regulators rarely cited 

insider abuse or fraud as the most significant contributing factors 

in the 1987 banks that failed. 

The Bank Board's definitions of insider abuse and fraud 

include breaches of fiduciary duty, self-dealing, engaging in 

high-risk speculative ventures, excessive expenditures and 

compensation, and conflicts of interest, among other activities. 

Conflicts of interest were found at 77 percent of the failed 

thrifts. At one thrift, the board chairman attested to regulators 

in writing that he would not personally benefit from his thrift's 

investment in a service corporation in which he already owned an 

interest. In fact, half of the purchase price, $1 million, was a 

finder's fee paid to him indirectly for "services rendered." 

Conflicts Of interest were not confined to officers and 

directors of thrifts. The law firm representing one thrift also 

in the 

llowed 

referred borrowers 

resulting transact 

to the thrift, represented both parties 

ions, received fees from both parties, a 
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thrift recorded nearly $21 million of income on several 

transactions during the last few days of December 1985. 

Examiners' subsequent review of these transactions revealed that 

the thrift developed inadequate documentation to support several of 

the transactions and did not perform appropriate collectibility 

analysis on notes received in connection with several of these 

transactions. Without these transactions, the thrift's net worth 

would have been approximately negative $12 million rather than the 

positive $9 million its records showed as a result of recording the 

questionable transactions. 

Another type of transaction designed to thwart supervisory 

action by giving the appearance of adequate capital resulted from a 

thrift's indirect purchase of its own stock, often in deals 

involving land. Regulators term such arrangements as "dirt for 

stock" transactions. These transactions mask the fact that thrifts 

fund the purchase of their own stock in violation of regulations. 

In one such transaction, joint venture partners contributed 

undeveloped land to a venture, while the thrift contributed cash 

equal to the purported fair value of the land. This "fair value" 

was unsupported by appraisals. The cash the thrift contributed was 

distributed to the joint venture partners who had provided the 

land; they in turn used part of it to buy stock in the thrift. 

Subsequent appraisals of the land revealed that it had been grossly 

overvalued. Even though the thrift had indirectly provided the 

financing, the stock purchase increased its reported net worth. 
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lost almost $23 million. Regulators told another thrift that a 

bonus of over $800,000 (one third of the thrift's earnings) paid to 

one officer/director was excessive and a waste of assets. In 

response, management paid the individual $350,000 to relinquish his 

right to future bonuses and increased his salary from $100,000 to 

$250,000. 

Extravagant expenditures included trips abroad for thrift 

officers and their families, extensive ownership of private planes 

and employment of pilots to operate them, and parties costing tens 

of thousands of dollars. One thrift owner used $2 million of the 

institution's funds to buy a beach house and another $500,000 for 

related expenses while he lived there. Thrift examiners noted 

these and other expenditures were not business-related. 

High-Risk ADC Transactions 

Perhaps the most critical problem unique to the failed 

thrifts was their extensive and imprudent participation in 

acquisition, development, and construction (ADC) transactions. 

Thrifts usually provided most or all of the funds on ADC 

transactions and had a commensurate amount of risk. To compensate 

for the risk, the thrifts were often to receive a part of the 

profits from the project. Generally, the thrifts relieved 

developers from any personal liability to repay the funds. If the 

developer defaulted, the thrift had only the property for 
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projects were completed and made the thrifts more vulnerable to 

economic downturns in that region. 

Loans to Borrowers Exceeded Legal Limits 

Although a federal regulation limits the amount of money a 

thrift can lend to one borrower, about 88 percent of failed 

thrifts violated the regulation. Huge sums of money were often 

involved. One thrift continued to make loans to one borrower 

after promising federal examiners it would stop doing so. The 

loans totaled $88 million; the thrift expects to lose at least 

$23 million of the $88 million it lent to that borrower. 

Recordkeeping Was Often Inadequate 

The problems of insider abuse and high-risk deals were 

compounded by poor financial and other records at 85 percent of the 

failed thrifts. In some instances, the records were so poor that 

examiners could not tell the true financial condition of the 

thrifts, and the work of auditors was often delayed. 

Examiners described the records one thrift used to prepare 

quarterly financial reports to submit to the Bank Board as "from 

no more than approximately correct to completely inaccurate." The 

report was "filled with a multitude of unexplained figures 

apparently stored in the controller's memory," they said. 
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identified during the examination process. The specific 

characteristics which generally distinguished healthy institutions 

from failed ones in our comparisons included 

-- competent, well-qualified management; 

-- good board supervision; 

-- few or minor weaknesses in policies and procedures; 

-- effective internal controls; 

-- compliance with laws and regulations; 

-- few supervisory enforcement actions; 

-- no significant insider abuse or fraud; and 

-- significantly less reliance on ADC transactions. 

IMPEDIMENTS TO AGGRESSIVE ACTION ON PROBLEM THRIFTS 

Neither our thrift nor bank failures assignment was intended 

to assess the adequacy of regulatory oversight or enforcement 

activity. Nonetheless, our review of Bank Board examination 

reports and related documentation made it clear that the system was 

often ineffective in either preventing or stopping unsafe or 

illegal practices once they were detected. 

Regulators Did Not Keep Pace With Diversification 

Before thrifts entered into new business activities in the 

early 198Os, examiners had the relatively simple task of examining 

portfolios of residential mortgage loans. However, the newly 
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salary limits. As a result of this change, the examination and 

supervisory staff increased from 1,063 in June 1985 to 2,068 in 

June 1988. However, by this time, the seeds of destruction had 

already taken root at many thrifts. 

FSLIC's Insolvency Prevents 
Liquidating Insolvent Thrifts 

The ultimate enforcement power the Bank Board can impose on 

an insolvent or unsafe institution--liquidation--has been 

seriously restricted by FSLIC's financial condition. The 

insurance fund itself has been insolvent since 1986, and its 

condition continues to deteriorate. 

Without the financial resources to liquidate an insolvent 

thrift, the Bank Board's effectiveness as a regulator has been 

reduced. The Bank Board pursued a strategy of forbearance, that 

is, allowing (since it had little alternative) insolvent thrifts to 

stay open until a solution not requiring FSLIC funds could be 

found. It began to rely heavily upon finding merger partners for 

troubled thrifts, rather than liquidating them. 

Doubts About Authority to Regulate 
State-Chartered Thrifts 

Twenty of the 26 thrifts in our review were state chartered. 

These thrifts were given investment powers by the states far beyond 
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practices, that the National Housing Act authorizes the Board to 

regulate state-chartered institutions." 

Dual Roles of Both the Bank Board and District 
Banks Hamper Regulation and Enforcement 

As both promoters of the thrift industry and regulators of 

thrift activities, the Bank Board's and the district banks' 

responsibilities have built-in conflicts, and their ability to 

fulfill either role is diminished. Furthermore, because FSLIC, the 

entity charged with protecting insured deposits, is controlled by 

the Bank Board, it is unable to initiate enforcement actions 

against a thrift without the Bank Board's recommendation. 

The Federal Home Loan Bank System includes several entities 

with roles in overseeing thrift activity: the district banks, the 

Office of Regulatory Activities (ORA), and offices within the Bank 

Board itself, including the Office of Enforcement.(OE). To attract 

more examiners, the Bank Board delegated its responsibility to 

examine and supervise thrifts to the 12 district banks. Thus, the 

district banks also have the dual role of promoting and 

supervising the thrift industry. 

Although FSLIC is responsible for the integrity of the 

insurance fund, it cannot take strong action against a thrift 

without the Bank Board's approval. When a district bank, OE, and 

ORA believe a thrift's probiems cannot be resolved without FSLIC 
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Resolving the Thrift Crisis 

The insolvent thrifts are adversely affecting the healthy 

thrifts and their bank counterparts, primarily because they are 

driving up the cost of funds and driving down loan rates at the 

same time that thrifts are having to pay an additional one-eighth 

of 1 percent of deposits for their deposit insurance. Although 

the Bank Board and FSLIC have attempted to deal with the crisis, 

they have, in many cases, merely postponed meaningful actions on 

the thrifts' problems. FSLIC has issued many open-ended yield 

guarantees and other types of guarantees, potentially exposing it 

to even greater losses than have been recognized. Moreover, 

because FSLIC will soon have to start paying off its notes and 

honoring its guarantees, unless it is allowed to roll over the 

notes and defer guarantee payments, FSLIC could be approaching a 

liquidity crisis of its own. 

We believe immediate steps need to be taken to stem the flow 

of red ink and to minimize the ultimate cost of resolving the 

thrift crisis. In developing a solution to the crisis, several 

major premises should be considered: 

-- The solution must be acted upon quickly to (1) avert the 

widespread loss of confidence in the U.S. financial 

institutions industry that could result if FSLIC runs 

out of funds, and (2) stem the continuing operating 
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solving the crisis, and could have serious financial 

consequences in other areas. 

-- The solution should not be used as a mechanism to debate 

whether a separate thrift industry is needed because to 

do so could also delay solving the crisis. 

With these major premises in mind, we believe certain steps 

should be taken immediately to resolve the crisis: 

-- Based on generally accepted accounting principles capital 

levels, take control of and isolate in a special 

receivership arrangement the troubled segment of the 

thrift industry until a decision can be made to liquidate 

or merge them based on a careful assessment of their 

asset portfolios and the comparative cost of each 

approach. In effect, take them out of the market 

immediately. 

-- Provide a separate mechanism to control and oversee this 

process. 

-- Use Treasury resources to immediately make the funds 

available to cover all of the insured deposits in these 

institutions to finance any deposit outflows that might 
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institutions did not implement adequate internal controls to 

ensure safe and sound operations or compliance with laws and 

regulations. Such a breach of management's fiduciary duty points 

to the need for an increased awareness of this responsibility and 

for greater management accountability. 

In regard to banks, federal regulators do not currently 

require all insured banks to have an annual independent audit. 

Small banks (under $50 million in assets) obtained independent 

audits less frequently than larger banks and, according to 

regulators, are less likely to have adequate internal controls or 

internal auditing functions. Therefore, we believe that annual 

independent audits should be required to assist bank management 

and federal regulators in the early detection and correction of 

weaknesses. 

With regard to both banks and thrifts, we believe the 

respective regulators should implement a requirement for 

financial institutions' management to prepare annual reports 

(1) acknowledging their responsibility for maintaining effective 

systems of control and complying with laws and regulations, 

(2) providing their assessment of the adequacy of their internal 

control systems and their compliance with laws and regulations, 

and (3) explaining any existing weaknesses along with plans for 

their correction. Such reports should be examined by the 

institutions' auditors, who would issue reports to the regulator 
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recommendation will result in an independent FSLIC with full 

regulatory and supervisory powers. The new independent FSLIC 

would be in a position to establish regulatory and supervisory 

policies intended primarily to protect the interests of the 

insurance fund, and should be able to place stringent controls on 

improperly operated and undercapitalized thrifts. In this 

regard, we believe the federal banking regulators, who in the 

1980s have dealt with similar problems in the banking industry, 

should be used to advise and assist an independent FSLIC in 

establishing its regulatory and supervisory functions. 

It is also important that such a restructuring not result in 

any impairment to an independent FSLIC's ability to attract and 

retain qualified regulatory and examination staff. Accordingly, 

the regulatory and examination functions of the new FSLIC should 

be exempted from the federal personnel ceiling and salary 

limitations just as they are for FDIC. 

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my formal statement. At this 

time, I would be pleased to answer any questions you may have. 
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ATTACHMENT I I 
CAPITAL CONTRIBUTIONS AND COSTS OF ACTIONS 
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WMROIX FSB 
SOUTRERW S&LA 
SOUTIMST S&LA 

MERICITY FSB TESDRO WI 

CFSB CORPURATIOR LWJITE SUL 
LANESA FSLLL 
II(yIE SUA 
VISTI SA 
HI-PUINS S&U FSA 
RELIANCE SA 
FIRST YSTERN S&U 
LTRWLEY FSA 
SOUTMM FEDERALBANC S&LA 
CDMDMESA 
NIRERAL YELLS S&LA 
SERTRV SA 
INTERYEST SA 
WORTHPARK SA 
FIRST FSUA 

UTLEY fDRJ HDNE YI 
GIBRALTRR SA 

SB,4DD $lMJ,787 

$120,000 $I ,a#,254 

1250,500 64.192 

Sl,878,600 98.282 

$31S,DoD 95,046,256 $12,028,2lM 41.952 
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ATTACHElENT III ATTACHMENT II I 

FSLIC KWSTED TRIWSRCTIUNS 
TO MRGE DR CLOSE PROBLEM INSTITUTIDNS 

IN CALENDLR YEAR 1988 
Uhruditcd) 

Ml1 fiqurn in thousands] 

TOTAL METS 
TYPE ff kl DRTE OF 

TRANS 8 FAILED K4SDClITlBI llCTlON FSLIC RCTIDN 
PssraI SLI-Paaaa**aa- CpltPYP =css*~s8P~ 

1 FIRST FSkLA 

2 NAME1 WINK, FSB 
TRADERS FSkLA 
NWNTblN STATE FSkLL 

3 FIRST FSkU 

4 FIRST FEDERIITED SB 
PERPETUa S&LA 
FIRST FSB 
PEOPLES FSkU\ 

5 TRI-CITIES SkLA 

6 CITIXNS su 

7 VALLEY FSLLA 

0 ALLILNCESkLA 
CDLDRAW WHY FSkLI 
SECUAITY SLLR 
CANERON CWNTY Sk111 

9 LMMSA 
CITY SkLA 
STMXTDN SA 
SRlERCRffT SA 

10 FIRST FSkLA 

11 EUREKA FSkLA 

12 FRONTIER FSB 

13 BLUEBONWET SA 

14 FIRST FINRNCIRL SA 
BROYNFIELD FSHII 

IS STANFORD Sll 

16 LYNNWOD SW 

ACQUlSlTlDN 

RCSUlSlTlUN 

MRUlSlTlDN 

KMIISITIDN 

hCRJlSlTlUN 

KDUlSlTlDN 

lLCPUlSlTlDN 

lcoulslTlDN 

llCPUlSlTlDN 

RC&UlSlTlDN 

MWISITIDN 

KDUISITIDR 

AWUlSlTlON 

bCDUlSlTlDN 

llcwlSlTlON 

RCQUlSlTION 

s31,100 

$710,000 

t30,9bo 

%b,MO 

a4Jbo 

$39,020 

w7,5Qb 

H55,wo 

~3,WB,400 

%245,500 

$1,740,000 

~48,050 

$24,100 

~370,000 

$76,500 

REPDRTEDWST 
TD FSLlC 

jl5,Slb 

$6,100 

$7,Ob9 

1146,226 

j1,980,323 

172,079 

sb3,4as 

*9,5bo 

jS,119 

)83&S 

47 
u,394 

W,bOO $6, 100 

PRDJECTED COST 
RT 12131187 H 
SS-P-LI 

s13,150 

s&470 

j3,SlO 

glSS,lSO 

ll6,blb 

s6,780 

$7,420 

$64,344 

I1 ,b12,200 

M6,29b 

1285,050 

(10,640 

1,520 

$43,499 

j5,wo 

$4,620 

INCRERSEl 
(DECREW OVER 
PRDJECTED CDS1 

SO 

($4,249) 

MS) 

$4 

($7941 

NbUb) 

(#Sl) 

WI ,882 

j9ba, 123 

j5,7%9 

jlS,435 

Ml,bSOl 

u401) 

HbJ69 

q554 

11,480 



ATTACHMENT I I I FSLIC MISTED TRANSACTIONS 
TO RERM OR CLOSE PROBLEN INSTITUTIONS 

IN CALENDllR YEAR 1988 
(Unaudited) 

(All figurn in thousands) 

ATTACHMENT 

TOTAL ASSETS lIICREASE/ 
TYPE OF IT DATE DF REWRTED CDST PRWECTED CDST IDECRfASEl OVER 

TRW 8 FAILED &SOCIATlON ACTlbN FSLIC ACTIDN TO FSLIC hT 12/31/87 # PROJECTED MST 
a¶SSPI Ia¶=~¶x~-88PsaI1~t =Izaa=taaaa *-=a¶ PPsxPPpP SssaP-s P~MP*~* 

29 HDHESTATE SUA 

30 BELL FSkLA nCWlSlTlON 

I1 SUNBELT SA 
INDEPENDENT MERICAN SA 
WESTERN FSkLA 
SUNAIT SA 
TEIlYlA SkLA 
FEDERATED WA 
FIRST CITY SA 
WTIBAM SA 

IIERMR 

32 CYITAL FSg 
NUTW FSkLA 

35 FIRST bK So 
HID AIYRIU FSkLA 

34 KINGFISHER FSkLA 
SUNBELT SAV FSLLA 

35 FRDNTIER FSkLA 
WDRE WA 

36 PWOENII FSkLA 
CIMRRON FSkLA 

37 FIRST FSkLA 
HERITAGE SkLA 
NOHE Sg, CR 
PEOPLES FSkLA 

38 CITIZENS FSkLA 

39 FIRST FSkM 

40 FIDELITY FSUA 

41 MY CITY FSkLR 
WLF CD&T SkLA 
ALLENPARK FSLLA 
NEWT SA. FSB 

42 CWSb FSkLA 

WJUlSlTlfJN 

MWISITIDN 

hCWlSlTlON 

A@UlSlTlDN 

ncwlslTlaN 

ACUUlSlTlDll 

~190,bOO 

~953,SOb 

U,S26,3bb 

$44,798 

$565,719 

U,lbb,bsI 

01,Mb 

wo,b5o 

$2,757,270 

g3,33g 

(U4,281) 

b3,409,359 

13,329,bbb WO,W m2,528 (598,305 

Sb2,7bO 

g124,SbO 

s41,120 

b6b9.000 

$0 13,906 03,986) 

g19,6bb jlb,450 b3,15b 

$3,693 $2,210 If,483 

b490,hoS b285,3lb $205,287 

b78,4Ob s12,900 $6,357 as43 

49 
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ATTACHHENT I I I 
FSLIC ASSISTED TRANSACTIONS 

TO HERSE OR CLOSE PROBLEH INSTITUTIONS 
IN CALENDAR YEAR 19BB 

IUnaudited 
IA11 figwcs in thousandsi 

ATTACHMENT I I I 

TOTI\L ASSETS 
TYPE DF AT DATE OF 

TRANS # FAILED ASSOCIATIDN ACTION FSLIC ACTION 
fLt=ss= IP*+?zsatX~=~==ZPPII= ~szsz==r-~~ zImu-- 

57 PEOPLES FSB ncwlslTlM 

58 RELIANCE SkLA ACWlSlTlDN 

59 LINCOLN FSkLA AWUlSlTlON 

b0 TESORO SkLA AWlSlTlDN 

bl FLAGSHIP FSUn ACWlSlTlON 

62 SOUTH SIDE SkLA ncnulslTluN 

65 lllDMERlCA SB ACWlSlTlON 

b4 EASTERN MASHlN6TON SkU nCUUlSlTlMl 

65 ROOKS CUUNTY SkU nCWlSlTlON 

66 COMlJNlTY FIRST FSkU ACQUlSlTlM 
R)IERlCAN HOlE SW FSB 

67 BLOMIELD FSkLA ACWlSlTlDN 
FIRST DEMEDRN Fn 

68 ROCKY ltOUNlnlN FSkLA ACWISITION 
UNITED SI OF NWllN6 

69 OHIO VALLEY SkLA WUISITION 
FIRST BLUER SR 

70 6UN ELLYN FSkLn ACWlSlTIW 

71 NESRJITE #LA ACRUlSlTlON 
LARESA FSkLn 
HORESkLA 
VlSTn SA 
HI-PLAINS SKA FSA 
RELIMICE SA 
FIRST YESTERN SkLA 
RETROPLEX FSA 
SOUTHERN FEDERALBANC SkLA 
wNNoDoRf SA 

sl4,300 $34,900 

$67,000 $11,300 

~1,3Ob,bbO ~145,700 

K?Sb,bbb jlbO,787 

$96,900 ti3,7sB 

$57,bOo $10,915 

1252,000 jl4,bbb 

bSl,500 $1,975 

$32,100 llP,s25 

1814,600 mb,b25 

1881,bbO ~llqbb 

m,bbb MO, 110 

1317,llOb $90,742 

j7lJbO 

$1 ,a78,600 

REPORTED CDST 
TO FSLIC 

¶¶s?EU-Un 

51 

PROJECTED COST 
nT 12131/87 # 
axxsEIzssaas~ 

j20,bb2 

$28,620 

$93,190 

$23,405 

$7,140 

$7,440 

$4,417 

so 

$2,798 

b&170 

1137,304 

US,040 

~46,830 

bl7,Sbb 

~611,814 

ImERSEl 
IDECREASEJ OVER 
PROJECTED COST 
PIISlCPlZSSYZ 

$6,238 

Ml7,320) 

~52.510 

$137,382 

Llb,blB 

13,473 

w,sBs 

11,975 

$16,727 

ClO2,455 

019,004) 

1135,118 

$43,912 

~2,808 

$1,234,44b 



ATTACHMENT III 
FSLIC MISTED TRANSACTIONS 

TO LRGE OR CLOSE PROBLER INSTITUTIONS 
IN UILENDRR YEllR 19RS 

Illnruditrd) 
(All figures in thcurudsI 

ATTACHMENT III 

TOTAL ASSETS 
TYPE bF nT DATE ff 

TRANS I FAILED ASSOClATlbN ACTIDN FSLIC nCllON 
ass-a z*-*=- **==*= =**-" P""9PPP 

S4 SOUM FLORIDA FSkLA ncoulslTlbN 
FIRST FSkLA 

85 HWlE FSkLn ACDUlSlTlbN 
WORTHNEST FSkIJ 

86 ARRWHEADFSLLA nWUlSlTlDN 

87 CCd.L!RBlA SVSSFlul AWUISITIW 
NILE NISH FSkLA 
CMtDiNnL FSB 
PATMAY FINANCIAL FA 

88 UNITED SA ff TEMS AWUISITIDN 

89 LYM(s SVSSFSUA I\CWlSlTlM 

90 CNURWSSkLAFSkLA KIDJlSlTlON 
CAL MRICA SkLA FSUA 
FIRST SECURITY FSkLA 

91 TAHDE skLn FSUA AWUISITIDN 

92 UNITED FSkLA AWulslTlM 

93 BROYARD FSkLA ACIIUISITIDN 

94 BEVERLY HILLS SUA FSkLA nCPUlSlTlbN 

b1,385.800 n9,ooo 

bl77,bOO fiS),lbb 

~~7,136~ 

sbo0.224 

b4,4bb,bOO 

bl,S3b,bbb 

m74,lbb 

91 J2,lbb 

SSB5,108 

$235,366 

j46,bOb 

$93,700 

m4,bOb 

~l,Slb,bbO 

l29,9bb 

%8,bbO 

r150,ne 

Al,l44&4 

* LlWlDATlDNS * 

95 FIRST SA F EAST TX LlPUlDATlON M2,900 

96 TERRITORY SkLn LlRUlDATlC!R b37,DOO 

97 CITIZENS SkLA LlgUlDATlDN mo,bOO 

REPDRTEDWST 
TO FSLIC 

--" 

INCREASE/ 
PROJECTED WST 1DECREASE) OVER 
IT 12131187 tt PROJECTED WST 
*****- MI”“““. 

tl9,18b 

$21,090 

$0 

1274,335 

b9,820 

S3,676 

M7,136) 

1333,Se9 

$0 

~120,530 

~164,550 

~1,372,lbb 

1261,578 

b70,816 

flO,b9b 

$260 

g95,430 

t431,lbO 

F9,SlO 

g7,74b 

155,548 

b713,3b4 

-m--M he--- ----e-_1 

133,245JOb bl3,417,b41 bl9,828,265 
---- ---I--- --mm- --___ 

17,985 

Ub,lSb 

jl4lJb4 

bS7,Wb 

Ub,l90 

$141,270 

0%) 

($4) 

061 
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ATTACHElENT I I I ATTACHMENT I I I 

FSLIC ASSISTED TRANSACTIONS 
TO MERGE OR CLOSE PROBLEH INSTITUTIONS 

IN WENDAR YEAR 1988 
UJnauditedl 

(All figures in thousands) 

TOT& ASSETS IYCREASEl 
TYPE OF AT DATE OF REPORTED COST PROJECTED COST (DECREASE) OVER 

TRANS # FAILED ASSOCIATION ACTION FSLIC ACTION TO FSLIC AT 12/31187 # PROJECTED COST 
“?a= ~“~““-““““* OX”““” *****- “P”P”-~~ ***-*s*= PM”“““= 

120 KEY FSkLA LIDUIDATION b149,SOO 1131,235 m9,190 $22,045 

121 SILVERADO SANK1116 SkLA LlgUlDATlON j2,32b,OOO ~1,053,e51 $0 Jl,bs3,851 

w----e- --------- ------ -------- 

~5,4D8,4SD ~3,907,3Bl jl,883,%4 S2,023,427 
---------- ----------- -------- ---------- 

ff TOTAL 14 1107,798,950 j37,152,687 ClSJbb,W5 j21,851,692 
PIP-M” **c-- *pII**** ““PP”l~Y~ 

M Represents either rraunt accrued or negative tangible net wrth at 12/31/87 

Source: FSLlC Records 
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ATTACHMENT IV ATTACHMENT IV 

LOCATION OF FAILED THRIFTS 

FAILED THRIFTS THRIFTS IN OUR 
IN DISTRICT SAMPLE 

CINCINNATI DISTRICT 

Kentucky 
Ohio 
Tennessee 

INDIANAPOLIS DISTRICT 

Indiana 
Michigan 

CHICAGO DISTRICT 

Illinois 
Wisconsin 

DES MOINES DISTRICT 

Iowa 
Minnesota 
Missouri 
North Dakota 
South Dakota 

DALLAS DISTRICT 

Arkansas 
Louisiana 
Mississippi 
New Mexico 
Texas 

5 
11 

6 
22 

5 
4 

9 

17 
2 

19 

0 
18 

7 1 
24 0 

2 0 
2 0 

46 10 
81 11 
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ATTACHIIENT \- ATTACHtlENT \ 

GECGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION CF 1987 FAILED BANKS 

I 

1 ‘Note: Allrka and Hawaii belong to the weStEm fOgiOn. 
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ATTACHMENT VII ATTACHMENT VII 

SUMMARY OF INTERNAL CONTRGL WEAKNESSES CITED 
BY EXAMINERS FOR 1987 FAILEC BANKS 

Internal Control LJeaknesses 

Inadequate or imprudent general loan policies 
Inadequate board supervision 
Poor loan adninistraticn 
Poor loan documentation and inadequate 

credit analysis 
Overreliance on volatile funding sources 
Presence of dominant figure 
Inadequate loan loss allowance 
Excessively growth-oriented philosophies 
Unwarranted loan concentrations 
Lack of technical competence 
Excessive out-of-area lending 

Percent of 
banks affected 

79 
49 
42 

41 
32 
31 
29 
26 
24 
20 
16 
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ATTACHMENT VI ATTACHMENT VI 

CHARACTERISTICS OF 26 FAILED THRIFTS 
IN OUR SAMPLE 

Characteristic Number Percent 

Change from traditional to 
high-risk activity 

Inadequate credit analysis 
Inadequate appraisals 
Excessive loans to one borrower 
Inaccurate recordkeeping and 

inadequate controls 
Growth with jumbo deposits 
Transactions with affiliates 
Conflicts of interest 
ADC lending 
Passive board of directors or 

dominant individual 
Excessive compensation 
Inadequate project analysis 
Change in control 
Faulty loan disbursements 

26 100 
24 92 
23 88 
23 88 

22 
21 
21 
20 
19 

19 
17 

:z 
14 

85 
81 
81 
77 
73 

73 
65 
65 
62 
54 

Failed Thrifts 
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ATTACHMENT IV ATTACHMENT IV 

LOCATION OF FAILED THRIFTS 

FAILED THRIFTS 
IN DISTRICT 

THRIFTS IN OUR 
SAMPLE 

TOPEKA DISTRICT 

Colorado 7 
Kansas 6 
Nebraska 4 
Oklahoma 12 

29 

SAN FRANCISCO DISTRICT 

Arizona 
California 
Nevada 

SEATTLE DISTRICT 

Alaska 
Hawaii 
Guam 
Idaho 
Montana 
Oregon 
Utah 
Washington 
Wyoming 

1 
37 

1 
--TT 

2 
1 
0 
2 
1 

11 
4 
6 
3 

-To- 

1 
8 
0 

9 

0 
0 
0 
2 
0 

i 
0 
0 

4 
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ATTACHMENT IV ATTACHMENT IV 

BOSTON DISTRICT 

Connecticut 
Maine 
Massachusetts 
New Hampshire 
Rhode Island 
Vermont 

NEW YORK DISTRICT 

New Jersey 
New York 
Puerto Rico 

LOCATION OF FAILED THRIFTS 

FAILED THRIFTS 
IN DISTRICT 

THRIFTS IN OUR 
SAMPLE 

5 
1 

-+ 

PITTSBURGH DISTRICT 

Delaware 0 
Pennsylvania 0 
West Virginia 2 

2 

ATLANTA DISTRICT 

Alabama 3 
District of Columbia 1 
Florida 12 
Georgia 2 
Maryland 1 
North Carolina 1 
South Carolina 1 
Virginia 6 

27 
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FSLIC ASSISTED TRANsAcTIONs 
TO IIERGE !lR CLOSE PROBLEB INSTITUTIONS 

YTTACHNENT III IN CALENDAR YEAR 1988 
~Unruditedl 

(All fiqurw III thousands) 

ATTACHMENT I I I 

TOTAL WETS 
TYPE M AT DATE IF 

TRINS : FAILED ASSOCMTION KmN FSLIC ACTION 
Ll===s ==t=lYs8PPan=*PIII -Pa ~~U8,PI* 

96 IT. YHITNEY S&LA 

W RAWA FSLLA 

100 FIRST FS&lA 

101 INVESTORS WA 

102 UNITE0 SW 

103 FIRST FSUA 

104 MERICAN FSLLA 

105 CARDIML SB 

106 LlyIUE FSILA 

107 VICTDR S&LA 

108 TIE MRICAN FWA 

109 UNIVERSAL S1 

110 NMlTH ARRICAN SLLA 

111 AHER. DIVERSIFIED SB 

112 MRRERS FSLUI 

113 ULTINATE SB, FSB 

114 PEOPLES SHA 

115 LIBERTY FSB 

116 REGENCY SB 

117 CYPRESS SA 

118 TWIN CITY SW FSA 

119 CENTRAL ARKANSAS S&LA 

LIRUIDATIUN 

LIWIDATION 

LIWIDMlN 

LlffUlDATIMl 

LIWIMTILM 

LIMIIDATION 

LIWIDATIMI 

LIPUIDATIW 

LIauIDATIow 

LIWIYTIUN 

LlPuIDmoN 

LIWIDATION 

LIouIDmUN 

LIPUIDATIUN 

LIPUIDATION 

LIPUID4TIMl 

LIOUIDATION 

LIOUIMTION 

LlWIMT1oll 

LIWIDATIUN 

LIPUIDATION 

LlPUIDATION 

$34,000 $37,228 

us,000 116,344 

4130,000 155,765 

$81,100 $40,740 

W5oQ u9,113 

$128,780 ss5,765 

w.4,400 Sb7,219 

s93,809 134,365 

S13,lOO %,Bb2 

$230,000 $241,009 

$70,400 4111,763 

S54,BOO $35,757 

$98,200 $133,219 

L509,OOO $797,589 

SlBlJOO S198.943 

S192,SOO 4U2,617 

n1,500 $15,720 

mo,ooo $79,851 

S14B,SOo ss2,509 

$172,800 c94,343 

172,100 ~176.ks7 

~10,300 93,500 

REPORTED COST 
TO FSLIC 

YSYPBPza 

PROJECTED CUST 
hT 121311B7 U 
--=a 

$46,360 

17b,UO 

SS2,340 

440,740 

s44,llO 

S29,RO 

432,630 

qb22 

q110 

$124,B!IO 

$71,690 

129,780 

$66,170 

$631,170 

$119,940 

so 

#,340 

110,272 

430,070 

SO 

cs2,boo 

(1,280 

INCREASE/ 
1DECREbSEl OVER 
PROJECTED COST 
U~"Y~Y¶s= 

($9,152) 

$4 

93,425 

SO 

$5,003 

J25,ws 

s34,sm 

$8,743 

$1,752 

Wb,150 

$40,073 

s5,977 

C67,049 

s166,419 

s79,aO3 

#2,b17 

$7,384 

$69,579 

w,43Q 

494,343 

1124,057 

42,220 
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ATTACHHENT I I I 

FSlIC ASSISTED TRANSACTIONS 
TD MERGE DR CLOSE PRDBlEll INSTITUTIONS 

IN CALENDAR VEAR 1988 
lllnruditrd) 

IA11 fipuro in thousands1 

TRLNS # FAILED ASSDClATlffl 
ZaaaIIr .PPzszscYUPPPnsaI 

ilINER& YELLS S&LA 
SENTRY SA 
INTERWEST SA 
NORTHPAPX SA 
FIRST FSNA 

72 VIRGINIA FSHA 

73 HONE SA 
6IBRALlM SA 
NoNTFoRl SA FSA 
KILLEEN SALA 
FIRST TEXAS SA 

74 AMERICAN S&A 

75 FIRST FSIU 

76 NUEAN BUA FSLLA 

77 FIRST FSB 

78 AIIERICAN SB 

79 CHARTER WA 
KEYSTDNE SALA 
BAYVIEV FSA 
FIRST FSbLA 
INDEPENDENCX SLLA 
YOAKUN FSUA 
UNION SA IGOLIAD BbLA) 
SEBUIN SA 

a0 BuRNETsuA 
LEE SA 
RAMMERS SA 
PEOPLES S&LA 

81 CDNfNNITY FSkLA 

82 GREAT FALL FSUA 

83 PEORIA RLA 

TOTAL ASSETS 
TYPE of Al BATE DF 
ACTION FSLIC ACTION 

=l==~tP~ VLIPP 

ACWISITIDN uB9,200 

ACPUISITIDN ~12,028,290 

ACBUISlTIOW ~30,162,200 

ACRUISITI(w ab5,700 

ACWlSlTlON 1298,500 

ACDUlSlTlON IZb4,300 

ACRUISITIDN ~970,500 

ACOUISITION LBs4.000 

ACJUISITION w2,OOO 

AIXIISIT~ON ~13,300 

ACOUISITIDN 1134,300 

ACDUlSlTlON B17b,900 

ATTACHMENT III 

REPORTED COST 
TO FSLIC 

saa-mP= 

U,WO 

S5,046,2SB 

$1,700,000 

%a@) 

s&B,674 

$59 ) 690 

$187,900 

S566,293 

$429,770 

06,441) 

~11,421 

417,437 

52 

IWCREASEl 
PROJECTED C&T NREASE) OVER 
AT 12131187 Bl PROJECTED MST 
Y~9aP~czP ~P~as==-DZ 

$21,929 MB,4291 

$449,999 S4,596,259 

S1,5OO,WO 

~5,296 

s3,004 

SO 

S129,4bO 

W,SbB 

S290,OW 

M3ibl 

Lbs,b70 

SS9,bOO 

$58,440 

$479,635 

*103,140 $325,630 

$0 w&441) 

19,551 $1,870 

$8,568 SB,BbP 



ATTACHtlENT III 

FSLIC ASSISTED TRANSACTIDNS 
IO HERGE M1 CLOSE PROBLER INSTITUTIUNS 

ATTACHMENT I I I IN CALENDAR YEAR 1988 
IUnaudited) 

IA11 fi9um in thwuads) 

TOT& ASSETS 
TYPE OF AT DATE DF 

TMNSB FAILED ABSOCIATIUN ACTIUN FSLIC I\cTION 
¶am=t *PI3-YP-~~~= SPPII- aaa¶PPtlpp 

43 FREEDDI FSkLA 

44 LOVES PARK FSU 

45 CHAH’ION SA 

4b ARSENAL SA 
FRANKTUN FSkLA 

47 BUTTERFIELD FSkLA 

4B DELTA SVBS OF TEXAS 
GUARANTY FSkLll 
FIRST FE&LA 

49 CREDITBMC SA 
FRIWKLIN s 
GREAT NEST SB 

SO UNITED SA OF CENT. IND. 

51 CITIZENS FSkLA 

52 AWUE SE 

53 FIRST FSB OF INDIANA 
CAPITAL FSkLA 

51 FIRST FSkLA 

55 UWC HOE SA 
FIRST FULA 
REART 0’ TEXAS U 
0oEssA SA 
OLNEV SA 
PETRUPLEX SA 
SANAWELOSA 
SECURITY FSkLA 
SHAMOCK FSB 
SWTHERN SkLA 
SOUTIIHEST SLLA 

56 JACKSON CDUNTY FSkLA 

AcauIslTlON 

ACBUISITIUN 

AWUISITlON 

ACDUISITION 

ACRUISITION 

ACRUISITION 

ACBUISITIMI 

ACBUISITIDN 

AcPUISlTIeN 

ACWISITION 

ACEUISITION 

AWUISITIUN 

ACBUISITION 

$315,400 

$42,400 

$Ub,700 

$197,wo 

s541,300 

s3,190,200 

$l,lB4,400 

MO,BOO 

$s3,boo 

$47,000 

$341 ,Boo 

u4,4oB 

$3,749&M 

$273.300 

REPURTED CUST 
TO FSLIC 

Y-SPPWS¶ 

$23,100 

%4,95B 

$599,628 

$34,970 

$281,169 

s1,4B9,130 

$W9,s45 

$8,379 

15,356 

$3,100 

SZB,QOO 

l25,4B6 

$1,2B7,372 

$B6,7Bo 

50 

PROJECTED CDS1 
AT 121311B7 # 
Pa8-==PY 

$37,250 

$1,560 

$355,367 

$37,800 

#76,b70 

$291,440 

$325,39b 

$4,840 

$6,090 

$412 

$5,251 

$15,500 
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ATTACHMENT- III ATTACHMENT III 

FSLIC ASSISTED TRANSACTIONS 
TO RERBE DR CLOSE PROBLEM INSTITUTIDNS 

IN C4LENDAR YEAR 1988 
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ATTACHMENT II ATTACHMENT I I 

CAPITAL CONTRIBUTIONS AND CDSTS OF ACTIONS 
UNDER THE SOUTHWEST PLAN 
THROUGH WERBER 6, 1988 
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la11 figures in thousands1 
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ATTACHMENT II ATTACHMENT I I 

CAPlTly CONTRIBUTIONS AND COSTS OF ACTIONS 
UNDER THE SOUTHUEST PLAN 
THROUGH IIOVERBER 6, 1988 
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ia11 fipwcr in thousands1 
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ATTACHNENT I 

ESTIMTED COSTS 
of ABSISTMCE 
MREEMENTS 
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on the validity of management's assertions. We believe such 

reporting would go a long way toward establishing top 

management's accountability for operating insured institutions in 

a safe and sound manner. 

Need to establish an independent structure 
for oversight and regulation 

Despite the fact that examiners reported numerous and 

extensive violations of laws, regulations, and related unsafe 

practices, thrift regulators were unable to halt the practices 

which eventually contributed to failures. Officials of the Bank 

Board's Office of Regulatory Activities stated that breakdowns 

occurred in the supervisory and regulatory systems, and we concur 

with that assessment. It should be recognized that current 

thrift regulators have undertaken numerous steps to help improve 

oversight of the industry. 

Nonetheless, these steps do not address a basic structural 

flaw in the Bank Board: it has dual and conflicting 

responsibilities for promoting the thrift industry while at the 

same time supervising and regulating it. In our draft report on 

solutions to the thrift industry problems , we recommended that 

FSLIC be disengaged from the Bank Board and given independent 

status. Implicit in this independent status would be both the 

authority and resources to regulate and supervise the industry. 

The restructuring that will be required under this 
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occur while efforts are being made to determine 

resolution approaches. 

-- Establish a "new" FSLIC for the healthier segment of the 

industry as an independent agency whose paramount 

objective would be to ensure the safety and soundness of 

the thrift industry. It would be capitalized by future 

industry contributions and, as discussed later, would be 

responsible for regulating, supervising, examining, and, 

when necessary, closing insured institutions. 

Preventing Future Problems 

To help ensure that federally insured financial ' 

institutions operate in a prudent and responsible manner, we are 

considering recommendations to strengthen controls at both banks 

and thrifts, in addition to establishing an independent FSLIC 

that would insure, regulate, and supervise the thrift industry. 

Strengthening controls at banks and thrifts 

Adherence to sound internal controls , management practices, 

and financial reporting practices is essential to ensure the 

safety and soundness of the nation's financial institutions. The 

pervasive nature of internal control weaknesses cited for failed 

thrifts and banks, however, suggests that management of these 
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losses of insolvent thrifts that will be added to the 

cost of resolving the crisis. 

Any federal assistance should be properly recorded and 

disclosed in the budget because (1) "off-budget" 

financing is always more expensive than Treasury 

financing, (2) the public will see through any attempts 

to disguise the federal government's expenditures, and 

(3) budget recognition reduces the uncertainty that 

affects financial markets more than actually recognizing 

the magnitude of the problem. 

-- The solution should not significantly "mortgage" future 

industry earnings because to do so could lead to another 

crisis in the near future. 

-- The solution should not disrupt other mechanisms that 

are working reasonably well, such as the banks' deposit 

insurance system. 

-- The solution should not rely on fundamental changes in 

government policy relating to using funds provided for 

one purpose for another purpose, such as using FDIC's 

funds to help pay for the thrift problem. Such actions 

would violate the trust fund concept, could delay 
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assistance, they and the Bank Board's Office of General Counsel 

recommend how FSLIC should resolve the thrift's problems (by 

liquidating it or merging it with another thrift, for example). 

The Bank Board must approve any recommendation for FSLIC to take 

over a troubled thrift. Thus, FSLIC itself has no direct authority 

to take action against a thrift. 

The involvement of so many different entities with different 

roles creates a complex federal regulatory and enforcement 

framework. We believe it also creates a potential conflict for 

both the Bank Board and especially the district banks since a 

majority of their boards of directors are thrift industry 

executives. 

WHAT NEEDS TO BE DONE 

Clearly, the Administration and the Congress face two 

problems which, in our view, are of equal concern. First, they 

need to contain and resolve the immediate financial crisis of 

FSLIC. Second, they need to take actions to prevent the types of 

abuses by financial institutions we have discussed so that a 

similar situation does not arise in the future. 
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those powers granted to federally-chartered thrifts. Bank Board 

officials have indicated that they thought their authority to issue 

regulations to restrain state-chartered thrifts from engaging in 

high-risk activities was "questionable." In addition, Bank Board 

officials have indicated that the National Housing Act of 1934 

requires that, before federal regulators can take certain actions 

against state-chartered thrifts, they must give state authorities 

time to correct problems at those thrifts. 

In our view, any requirement to give state authorities the 

time to correct problems should not have significantly impeded (and 

according to the Director of Enforcement, did not significantly 

impede) the federal regu~lators. Furthermore, while the Bank 

Board's authority to regulate state-chartered thrifts may have been 

viewed as "questionable" as a matter of Bank Board policy, we do 

not believe that the Bank Board lacked the necessary legal 

authority under the National Housing Act to promulgate regulations 

needed to ensure that all thrifts, regardless of their charter, 

operated in a safe and sound manner. In fact, by 1985, after many 

thrift failures, the Bank Board introduced its first regulation to 

restrain the use of broad direct investment authority (in equity 

securities, real estate, service corporations, operating 

subsidiaries, and other activities) found at many of the failed 

thrifts. In doing so, it cited its "longstanding position, 

supported by legislative history and prior administrative 
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authorized thrift activities included complicated acquisition, 

development, and construction transactions; other commercial real 

estate activities; and investments. Examiners were less 

experienced in evaluating these so-called direct investments than 

they were in reviewing more traditional activities. 

During this critical period of change in the industry, the 

Bank Board was constrained by the staffing and pay limits imposed 

by the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) and the Office of 

Personnel Management (OPM). Examiners were government civil 

service employees --federal law limited their pay, travel expenses, 

and benefits. The former Bank Board Chairman stated on more than 

one occasion that the pay and benefits were not sufficient to 

attract and retain the examination staff needed. 

The former Bank Board Chairman also said that the Bank Board 

was forced to use its limited resources to handle only "critical 

situations" rather than to engage in systematic, well-designed 

examination and supervision. He further stated that this 

situation, if allowed to continue, could destroy the Bank Board's 

ability to protect the safety and soundness of the thrift industry. 

To alleviate its personnel shortages, the Bank Board, over 

the objections of OMB, transferred its examination staff to the 

district banks in July 1985. As district bank employees, the 

examination staff was not subject to OMB personnel limits and OPM 
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Information on the timeliness of audit reports was readily 

available for all 9 of the thrifts in the San Francisco District. 

Of the 27 reports required to be filed for those 9 thrifts over 3 

years, only 2 were filed on time. Information on thrifts within 

the Dallas District showed that a majority of the audit reports 

were filed late or were never issued. Overall, the delays ranged 

from a few days to over a year. 

District accountants attributed the delays to the poor books 

and records of the failed thrifts-- auditors could not readily 

discern the underlying collateral value of loans or the value of 

real estate projects. Disagreements between auditors and thrift 

management and some dismissals of auditors by management also 

caused delays. 

FEWER PROBLEMS NOTED AT HEALTHY INSTITUTIONS 

During the course of our reviews, we also examined 

documentation pertaining to healthy thrifts and banks. Our 

reviews of such institutions indicate that healthy institutions had 

significantly fewer internal control weaknesses than failed 

institutions. When such weaknesses did occur, they were generally 

less severe-- more technical violations than fundamental problems. 

Moreover, management of healthy institutions initiated corrective 

actions in a timely manner or was responsive to problems regulators 
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recourse. Essentially, the thrifts' return of principal depended 

on the project being completed and achieving profitability, which 

was often dependent upon continued inflation. 

Deregulation in the early 1980s gave thrifts the authority to 

pursue these new activities. However, they pursued these 

transactions in an unsafe manner. A combination of factors--poor 

underwriting, large amounts of funds, and excessive geographic 

concentration--coupled with other violations of Bank Board 

regulations or ignoring guidance proved to be a formula for 

losses. 

One thrift in California lent $40 million to one borrower 

principally to build condominiums and a shopping center. No 

feasibility studies were done. Examiners stated that adequate 

feasibility studies would have shown that the area was already 

overbuilt with condominiums and shopping facilities before the 

loans were made. This thrift expects to lose over $10 million on 

this project. 

One thrift had 22 percent of its portfolio in ADC 

transactions: another had 59 percent. Failed thrifts in Texas 

concentrated this business in the Dallas and Houston areas. 

Failed thrifts in other states also invested in Texas projects. 

This concentration, in part, led to inadequate demand when 
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This deceptive transaction not only provided adequate net worth to 

meet regulatory requirements, but was also used to justify bonuses 

paid by the thrift. 

PROBLEMS NOTED ONLY AT THRIFTS 

We identified some characteristics at failed thrifts which 

were not evident at the failed banks. Two types of insider abuse 

were included: excessive compensation at 17 of the 26 failed 

thrifts, extravagant expenditures at 5. Other examples are 

-- unsafe participation in "ADC" transactions--lending or 

making investments to acquire land, develop it, and 

construct some type of office, condominium, apartment 

complex, or other facility (73 percent of the thrifts); 

-- loans to one borrower exceeding the legal limit 

(88 percent); and 

-- inaccurate books and records (85 percent). 

Excessive Compensation and Expenditures 

Among the cases of excessive compensation, examiners cited 

one thrift that paid the chairman of its board of directors 

$326,000 plus a bonus of $500,000 in the same year that the thrift 
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loans to close under terms materially different from those 

approved by the thrift, and failed to obtain documentation 

required by the loan commitments issued by the thrift. 

Management of Institutions Was 
Unresponsive to Regulators 

Management at the failed thrifts often did not take action to 

correct problems the regulators identified. Although management of 

the failed banks was not blatantly unresponsive in correcting 

problems, its actions were often delayed or inadequate. In 

contrast, the behavior of some thrift management was astoundingly 

egregious in ignoring or circumventing regulators. 

Thrift management's responses to regulators included ignoring 

them, appeasing them with promises to correct problems and then not 

doing so, and actively deceiving the regulators to thwart effective 

oversight. A thrift sometimes accomplished this last tactic by 

falsely inflating its net worth to avoid regulatory action. If a 

thrift's net worth falls below specified levels, the Bank Board can 

initiate administrative or enforcement actions. Some of the failed 

thrifts recorded transactions that examiners subsequently concluded 

were designed to present a better financial picture than actually 

existed, thereby forestalling supervisory action. 

In what examiners described as an attempt to restore net 

worth to meet its minimum regulatory requirement, one failed 
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(2) the thrift seek other lenders to finance the construction 

phase, (3) the thrift receive 25 percent of the total profits 

generated by the project, (4) a 2-year maturity term, and (5) an 

interest rate of prime plus 2.5 percent. However, the commitment 

actually issued to the borrower did not conform to those terms--the 

loan was for 5 years, had an interest rate ceiling of 16 percent, 

and did not require any personal guarantee. Although $2 million of 

the loan proceeds was to be used for land acquisition, the borrower 

used $1.8 million for other purposes and only $200,000 to purchase 

the land. Moreover, the borrower did not invest any funds in the 

project. The thrift expects to incur a loss in excess of 

$3.5 million on this loan. 

In similar loans, examiners noted that borrowers not only had 

no funds of their own invested in the projects which thrifts 

funded, but these borrowers also received funds for personal use 

when the loans were made. In the thrift industry, such 

arrangements are referred to as "drag loans" because the borrower 

"drags away" part of the proceeds. Ultimately, of course, much of 

these funds have been "dragged away" from FSLIC. 

Insider Abuse and Fraud 

The presence of insider abuse and insider involvement in 

fraud can create an environment conducive to further abusive 

practices and indicates the need for stronger internal controls in 
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administering loans. Lending errors frequently result from 

management failing to obtain and properly evaluate information 

about the borrower and the project or property involved. Among 

other weaknesses in loan underwriting and administration, we 

frequently found appraisal deficiencies and noncompliance with loan 

terms. 

Appraisal deficiencies 

Federal regulations requiring thrifts to obtain appraisals 

for loans secured by real estate were violated by 88 percent of 

the failed thrifts. For such loans, Bank Board regulations require 

thrifts to obtain written appraisal reports, which should be 

prepared specifically for the thrift by an appraiser appointed by 

the board of directors and be signed by the appraiser prior to loan 

approval. In addition, the reports should disclose the market 

value of the collateral and contain sufficient information to 

substantiate that value. 

Examiners found that some appraisal reports accepted by 

thrifts were not adequately or accurately substantiated, as 

required. Other times, examiners noted that thrifts did not obtain 

appraisals at all, or obtained one after they already made a loan. 

Examiners also often noted that thrifts accepted appraisals 

prepared at the borrower's request rather than the thrift's 

request. Under such circumstances, the appraiser may not have been 
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rubber-stamped the deal with its unanimous approval. The company 

was acquired in 1983; thrift examiners classified the thrift's 

equity investment in the company as substandard in both 1983 and 

1984. By 1985, examiners said fully 70 percent of the thrift's 

losses were attributable to the acquisition. 

Members of the board at another failed thrift said they did 

not question the business decisions of the former chairman because 

he owned the federally-insured thrift-- they thought he could run 

his business as he pleased. However, when that thrift failed, it 

was FSLIC which incurred the loss, estimated to be $1.3 billion. 

Over-reliance on Volatile Funding 

Eighty-one percent of the failed thrifts and 32 percent of the 

failed banks in our reviews relied excessively on volatile deposits 

to generate the funds they loaned or invested. Volatile funding 

sources are particularly interest-rate sensitive and include 

large, short-term certificates of deposit (generally $100,000 or 

more), deposits placed by brokers who received fees from the 

institutions, or out-of-area funds. Such funds are considered 

volatile because they are controlled by a few individuals who can, 

and do, quickly move them to another institution paying a higher 

rate of interest. At one failed thrift, jumbo deposits represented 

96 percent of total deposits. At another, brokered deposits grew 

from 14 to 86 percent of all deposits in just 1 year. 
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contrast, the solvent thrifts most often took corrective action 

when regulators cited them for violations or deficiencies." 

In addition, the Bank Board's failure to act on failed thrifts 

exacerbated the problem. This failure to act can be partly 

attributed to FSLIC's poor financial condition and to conflicting 

responsibilities within the Federal Home Loan Bank System. Since 

1986, FSLIC has been insolvent and, therefore, has not had the 

ability to liquidate thrifts. 

Further, as both promoters of the thrift industry and 

regulators of thrift activities, the Bank Board's and district 

banks' responsibilities have built-in conflicts and their ability 

to fulfill either role is diminished. Because the Bank Board 

controls FSLIC, the entity charged with protecting insured 

deposits, FSLIC cannot initiate enforcement actions against a 

thrift without the Bank Board's recommendation. 

The following are some of the more pervasive internal control 

weaknesses and other characteristics examiners found at failed 

thrifts and banks. 

Inadequate Board Supervision and 
Dominance by One or More Individuals 

Poor board supervision or the presence of a dominant figure 

occurred at 73 percent of the thrifts and 63 percent of the banks 
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a breach of their fiduciary duty to operate a financial institution 

in a safe and sound manner. 

Moreover, many identified weaknesses remained uncorrected 

despite regulators' efforts, primarily through the examination 

process and related supervisory enforcement actions, to encourage 

management to remedy these internal control weaknesses. This 

disregard for safe and sound operating policies and practices is 

alarming since such weaknesses are related to operations directly 

within the control of the boards of directors or management of 

these institutions. Our final reports on failed banks and thrifts 

will discuss at length the numerous weaknesses we found. Today, I 

will review only a sample of the more pervasive of those problems. 

(See attachments VI and VII for lists of the weaknesses that 

examiners and regulators found at thrifts and banks and the number 

of institutions in our samples where weaknesses were found.) No 

one weakness caused an institution to fail. Rather, each 

institution exhibited a combination of weaknesses that led to its 

downfall. 

Before detailing some of these weaknesses, let me quote from a 

recent staff draft report on the preliminary results of our review 

of characteristics of failed thrifts. 

"GAO found that extensive and repeated violations of laws and 

regulations characterized the 26 failed thrifts we reviewed. 
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will soon be provided to thrift regulators for comment. I would 

like to provide preliminary observations about our results. 

First, however, it is important to understand which institutions 

our reviews encompassed. 

For our bank review, we examined documentation which 

regulators had obtained for the 184 insured banks which were closed 

in 1987. With regard to thrifts, we selected a sample of 26 

institutions which FSLIC either began assisting between January 1, 

1985, and September 30, 1987, or anticipated assisting as of 

September 30, 1987. This sample of thrifts represented 57 percent 

($11.4 billion) of the combined actual and estimated loss to FSLIC 

attributable to the 284 thrifts merged, liquidated, or in FSLIC's 

problem list caseload as of September 30, 1987. We compared both 

samples to a group of similar, but solvent, banks and thrifts. 

Attachments IV and V show the geographic location of the failed 

institutions. 

The names of failed banks and thrifts are made public at the 

time FDIC or FSLIC takes action. However, some of the institutions 

included in our reviews are still open, and we are prohibited by 

law from disclosing the names of open banks we have reviewed. As a 

matter of long-standing policy, we treat thrifts in the same 

manner. Further, we have not identified the names of other 

institutions or individuals in our draft reports or in this 

testimony because we are sensitive to the effect such disclosure 
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used to forestall regulatory action on problem 

institutions, needed? Second, does this forbearance 

constitute the granting of special privileges to the new 

investors which are not available to others? 

In previous testimonies, we characterized the industry as 

being comprised of two discrete segments --the solvent (good) one, 

and the insolvent (bad) one. The Bank Board's many, massive 

transactions at the close of 1988 may have created a third, 

privileged 

largely sh 

of healthy 

concerned 

segment protected from loss by the government and 

elded from regulatory sanctions. Given that operators 

thrifts do not enjoy these same benefits, we are 

hat this new group may enjoy a distinct competitive 

advantage to the detriment of the healthy portion of the industry. 

We are also concerned about perceptions created by a 

situation involving a thrift in California in which the Bank Board 

took the unprecedented step of shifting responsibility for 

examining and supervising the thrift to another district. 

Regardless of the circumstances or intent involved in this 

particular case, the Bank Board has sent an unfortunate message to 

the industry: "If you don't like your current supervisor, we'll 

find you a new one." In view of the need to strengthen regulation 

and supervision of this industry, the Bank Board's action is not 

encouraging. 
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Therefore, the cost to the federal government would be FSLIC's cost 

plus the amount of lost tax revenues. However, at this point, it 

is unclear whether FSLIC estimates the amount of lost tax revenues 

in evaluating the costs to merge versus the costs to liquidate an 

institution. 

We also have serious reservations about whether these 

assistance actions will result in permanent solutions or simply 

prolong the problem and increase its ultimate cost. We have just 

begun to study the agreements FSLIC executed in the latter part of 

1988 and, accordingly, have not reached firm conclusions about 

them. Nonetheless, our initial inquiries raise four issues, which 

we will be evaluating: 

Capital. A goal of FSLIC's resolution strategy was to 

attract new capital to the industry. However, by acquiring 

the problem thrifts, investors appear to be expecting 

future losses which would be used to reduce or eliminate 

future federal tax payments and which likely more than 

compensate them for their minimal capital contributions. 

(See attachment II, which shows the amount of private 

capital provided in the Southwest Plan deals.) 

-- Limited incentives to maximize recoveries on assets. We 

understand that a large portion of the newly created 

institutions' assets are covered by agreements which 
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part of the Southwest Plan, because such information is not yet 

available. 

In its July 1988 cash flow projection, FSLIC estimated that it 

would have only $27 billion available over the 11-year period 1988 

through 1998 to pay for insurance losses, after paying $7.6 billion 

of interest on notes issued after January 1, 1998. Not only does 

the $44 billion cash basis cost of FSLIC's 1988 Southwest Plan 

actions exceed the resources FSLIC expects to have available, the 

$37 billion present value cost of all 1988 actions also exceeds 

FSLIC's estimate. 

Second, our $77 billion estimate is based on what it would 

cost today to resolve the thrift crisis. Since roughly 350 

insolvent S&Ls were still operating at the close of 1988 and 

continuing to incur operating losses, the cost is likely to be 

higher. The longer we wait to resolve the problems of these S&LS, 

the higher the costs will be. 

Third, our $77 billion cost estimate only represents the cost 

related to presently known insolvent S&Ls and does not include an 

estimate of the funds needed to establish an adequate insurance 

fund reserve. In our draft report on solutions to the thrift 

industry problem, we estimate that FSLIC will need an additional 

$35 billion over the next 10 years-- $5 billion for unanticipated 

losses, $20 billion to establish an adequate reserve, and 
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In contrast, the financial conditions of the savings and loan 

(S&L) industry and FSLIC are dismal and present a problem of far 

greater magnitude. FSLIC's insurance fund is deeply insolvent, 

and, therefore, the Bank Board has not closed the hopelessly 

insolvent thrifts which are adding billions of dollars annually to 

the cost of resolving the problem. Instead, the Bank Board has 

"propped up" many of these sick institutions through assisted 

merger transactions with promissory notes, guarantees and tax 

breaks to attract acquirers. Instead of the two classes of thrifts 

we had until recently, the solvent and the insolvent, it now 

appears we may have added a third group of heavily subsidized and 

protected institutions who will compete with the solvent 

institutions and other financial institutions for deposits and 

business. Much of my testimony today will focus on the massive 

thrift problem, a problem that we believe could have been largely 

prevented. 

Magnitude of the Thrift Problem 

A precise estimate of the eventual cost to resolve the thrift 

industry's problems cannot presently be made because the cost 

depends upon various uncertainties, such as the quality of each 

institution's assets, future interest rates, and the economic 

outlook for certain sectors of the economy in which many of the 

troubled institutions have loans and investments. Nonetheless, 

based on FSLIC's recent resolution actions, we believe that if all 
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